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A reference point . . .  

• Telecommunications Policy Review Panel was a 
three-person committee mandated by the Canadian 
Minister of Industry in 2005 to review Canada’s 
telecommunications framework 

• Included in the TPRP’s final report was the 
observation that, in Canada, a “relative paucity of 
academic work on what has been referred to as the 
‘regulatory craft’” has led to “heavy reliance on 
foreign (mostly U.S.-based) experts on economic, 
technical and even social regulation”. 



Research-policy nexus is being 
debated in US and Europe as well  

• Bauer, Johannes M., Sungjoong Kim, Bella Mody & Steven S. 
Wildman (2004). The role of research in communications 
policy: theory and evidence. Paper at International 
Communications Association, New Orleans. 

• Garnham, Nicholas, Robin Mansell, Johannes Bauer, W. 
Edward Steinmueller, Martin Fransman, Jean-Paul Simon, 
Peter Johnston, Anders Henten, & William H. Melody (2004). 
Contradiction, confusion and hubris: a critical review of 
European information society policy by Nicholas Garnham, 
with comments. Paper presented to EuroCPR 2004, Barcelona.  

What light can be shed from experience of ICT policy & 
regulation think tank active across emerging Asia & Pacific? 



LIRNEasia seeks to . . .  

• Change policy 

• Change thinking among decision makers 
• Activating other actors who can affect policy 

• Change the capacity of actors 
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Types of Policy Influence (Lindquist) 

Expanding Policy Capacities Broadening Policy Horizons Affecting Policy Regimes 
 

•  Improving the knowledge or 
data of certain actors 
•  Supporting recipients to 
develop innovative ideas 
•  Improving capabilities to 
communicate ideas 
•  Developing new talent for 
research and analysis 

•   Providing policy makers with 
opportunities for networking or 
learning within their jurisdiction or 
with colleagues elsewhere 
•  Introducing new concepts to 
frame debates, putting ideas on the 
agenda, or stimulating public 
debate 
•  Educating researchers and others 
who take up new positions with a 
broader understanding of issues 
•  Stimulating quiet dialogue among 
decision-makers (and among, or 
with, those involved in knowledge 
production). 

•  Modifying existing programs or 
policies 
•  Leading to the fundamental re-
design of programs and policies 
•  Helping create a new policy 
regime in an emerging field. 

Time required increases 



How do we intervene in the policy 
process?  

• Through presentations to policy makers  
– [Policy Briefs] 

• At expert fora and dissemination events that we organize 
• At conferences & events that policy makers, regulators and 

stakeholders attend 
• By means of interventions on draft regulations and 

consultations [Rapid Response Program] 
• Through media interactions and Op-eds intended to modify 

the “symbolic universe” of actors [also under RR program] 
• Through training programs 
• By building capacity among junior- to mid-level aspiring 

policy intellectuals [CPRsouth] 
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LIRNEasia’s efforts to change policy 

Examples of successful engagements with 
policymakers & regulators (not all were successful) 
 
India 
• Changing universal service policy 
Sri Lanka 
• „ Rolling back regressive tax on mobile charges 
Indonesia 
• „ Lowering leased-line prices  
Bangladesh 
• „Contributing to rules on broadband quality of service  
• Modifying terms of mobile license renewal 
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USO in India 
• Regulation and Investment Paper,  Sept, 2004 

 

• LIRNEasia responded to Telecom Regulatory  
Authority of India’s Consultation Paper 
16/2004: Growth of Telecom Services in Rural 
India: The Way Forward, Oct 2004 

– Key recommendations – 
• Extending Universal Service financing to mobile  

• Infrastructure sharing 
 

• Early USO research presented at Expert Forum 
attended by TRAI Secretary Rajendra Singh in 
Sept 2005; draft paper went to TRAI before 
that 
 

• Indian Express, op-ed - Rural telephony: TRAI 
got it right finally!, 31 Oct 2005 
 

• Conversations with Shanthanu Consul, 
administrator USF, DoT at ITU Telecom World; 
Dec 2006, Jan 2007; formal presentation in 
March 2007 
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USO outcomes 

• TRAI recommendations on Growth of Telecom 
Services in Rural Areas (October 2005) 
reflected LIRNEasia recommendations 

• DoT floated the idea of permitting mobile 
operators to bid for USO subsidies, August 2, 
2006 

• USO Auctions for creation of mobile 
infrastructure and sharing of passive 
infrastructure so created, March 14, 2007  
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Not all interventions succeed . .  

• Subsequent efforts to phase-down 5% USO 
levy did not, despite USD 4 billion + 
accumulating in Indian USO Fund 
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Regressive mobile tax in Sri Lanka 
• Newspapers reported LKR 50 tax 

to be imposed on every SIM on 3 
Sept 2007 

 

• LIRNEasia CEO framed the issue, 
drawing on demand-side 
studies, in his regular column; 
goes on TV 

 

• Then Minister of Telecom 
reached out for more detail & 
moved floor amendment 

 

• LIRNEasia research quoted in 
Parliament by Opposition 
spokesman 
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Anatomy of a regressive tax 
+General 

tax pre-2007 Proposed Revised 

Value 

+17.5% VAT 
& SRL +2.5% MSL 

+7.5%  
MSL & 50 

Tax as % of 
value +10% MSL Savings 

200 235 241 303 51.3 259 -44 

400 470 482 555 38.8 517 -38 

600 705 723 808 34.6 776 -32 

800 940 964 1061 32.6 1034 -27 

1000 1175 1204 1313 31.3 1293 -21 

1200 1410 1445 1566 30.5 1551 -15 

1400 1645 1686 1818 29.9 1810 -9 

1600 1880 1927 2071 29.4 2068 -3 

1800 2115 2168 2324 29.1 2327 3 

2000 2350 2409 2576 28.8 2585 9 

Range of  
Prepaid 
ARPUs 

Relative 
winners 

Losers 



Subsequent developments 

• Mobile levy extended to Fixed 
– LIRNEasia had called for technology neutrality  

• Additional mobile-only taxes imposed, taking 
around 32 cents of every Rupee 
– Despite strong interventions by LIRNEasia, including 

challenging politicians to media debates 

• In 2010, all telecom-specific taxes and Value 
Added Tax were replaced by a single 20% tax, 
reducing tax burden on consumers but increasing 
that on operators slightly 
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Leased line prices in Indonesia 

LIRNEasia research showed 
that “Indonesian leased line 
prices were 48 times that of 
India!” 
• Findings presented to 

Indonesian government & 
media in July 2005 

• Results carried by multiple 
media outlets and picked up 
as a meme 

• Results used by MASTEL and 
Internet Service Providers 
Association to lobby network 
operators for lower leased 
line prices 

• Operators reduce prices prior 
to & after regulatory action 14 



Bangladesh broadband QoSE 

• LIRNEasia tested Quality of Service Experience 
(QoSE) of broadband connections in BD, IN, LK and 
published results 

 

• Responded to consultation paper on “Broadband 
Wireless Access Services” in August 2009 
– Operators should guarantee QoSE not within ISP only, but till 

first entry point to US  

– Operators should publish contention ratios  

– Assurance at launch is inadequate; QoSE should be regularly 

monitored  

– “Broadband = 128 kbps +” definition should change  
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Bangladesh mobile license renewal 
• LIRNEasia responded to draft 

guidelines on mobile license 
renewal by BTRC in Feb 2011 
– Challenged most elements 

including differential fees for 
CDMA and GSM and license 
renewal terms as being not based 
on evidence 

 

• Op-ed questioned the role of 
think tanks in policy 

 

• LIRNEasia responded with op-ed 
in leading daily in June 2011 
 

• Another op-ed by LIRNEasia in 
August 2011 focused on opaque 
“utilization factor” later renamed 
“market competition factor” 
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Relevant blog posts, including links to op-

ed articles and responses to consultations, 

to accommodate media/stakeholder pull  
Beware market share greater than 20 percent (on a particular day in a 

particular year!) 

18 August 2011 

Same spectrum; different prices 15 August 2011 

“Market competition factor” is anti-consumer 14 August 2011 

Peculiar pricing of spectrum 10 August 2011 

License renewal and Digital Bangladesh 1 June 2011 

Positive signals on license renewal 13 April 2011 

Peculiar economics of Bangladesh license renewal 24 March 2011 

LIRNEasia responds to BTRC’s call for comments on renewal of mobile 

services 

9 February 2011 



Google Analytics on visits from Dhaka (95% 
of BD visitors) to LIRNEasia website 
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At the end of the process . . . 

• Total amount extracted from operators declined to 54% of 
what was expected at the start   
– When draft guidelines were published it was BDT 140 billion 

(USD 2 billion) 
– End number was BDT 75.6 billion (USD 1 billion, roughly), 

inclusive of Market Competition Factor 
– More or less in line with Pakistan’s 2004 license+spectrum 

auction 

• Ratio between payments from largest operator and the 
smallest of the four up for renewal was 7:1 in December 
2010; at end point it was roughly 5:1 (same license; more 
or less same amount of spectrum) 
– Attempts to remove bias against GSM and size only partially 

successful 
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What can be learned? 

• Matching supply and demand for policy research 
– Do the reward systems of the academy mesh with 

what policymakers & regulators want?  

• Having research ready for when policy windows 
open 
– Is the academic production cycle conducive to this? 

• How can new media be used in both push and 
pull modes to increase access to research?  

• Is the research policy nexus fundamentally 
different in developed & developing countries? 
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CPRSOUTH, LIRNEASIA’S PRIMARY 
CAPACITY-BUILDING INITIATIVE 



Objectives of CPRsouth 

• To facilitate the creation, sustenance and continuous 
advancement of policy intellectuals capable of 
informed and effective intervention in ICT policy and 
regulation processes in specific country and regional 
contexts in the south, broadly constituted by the Asia-
Pacific (AP), Africa (AF), Latin America and the 
Caribbean (LAC), the Middle East and North Africa 
(MENA) and Central Asian regions (CIS). 

 
• To develop capacity, stimulate interest, and promote 

research and systematic study in information and 
communication technology (ICT) policy and regulatory 
issues in the south 



Organizational structure of CPRsouth 
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Paper presenter selection & mentoring (2007-11) 

Call for Abstracts 

 

Each Abstract reviewed by 3 reviewers through double blind process 

 

Top 40 Abstracts short listed and categorised into 7 sessions 

Complete papers of the short listed abstracts reviewed by the chair and discussant of each session 

Top 3 (or 2) papers selected for presentation at the CPRsouth conference and comments 

on the selected papers are conveyed to the authors 

 

Selected presenters are introduced the relevant chair and discussant who mentor 

them on the content of their paper 

 

Video of the conference presentation is sent by paper presenters, Feedback is 

provided on the video by a communications expert 

  

 

Policy Briefs of the papers are sent by paper presenters, Feedback is 

provided on the video by a communications expert 

 

  



Almost all of Asia-Pacific covered 

Paper presenters 
CPRsouth1-7 

 

Very few papers dealing with Asia Pacific topics  
from those outside the region accepted 



Young scholars 
CPRsouth1-7 

Young scholars: Darker shades = higher 
participation 

 

Only young scholars from within Asia-Pacific are funded now; African young scholars were  
funded by Research ICT Africa 



Applicant numbers, rising until Mauritius    
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Young scholars 

Young-scholar applications… 
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Paper-givers:  Females & PhDs 



Female representation in the Young 
Scholar pipeline 
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A youthful community 
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Mode 1 & Mode 2 applicant/selectees 
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Is pipeline working? Young scholars  paper 
presenters 



Interactions among CPRsouth community 
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18 mentors from 15 countries 

 

From Australasia 
Australia 
Supriya Singh, Royal Melbourne 
Institute of Technology 
 

Fiji 
Aslam Hayat, PiRRC 

From North 
America 
Canada 
Laurent Elder, IDRC 

From South Asia 
India 
Ashok Jhunjhunwala, IIT Madras  
Payal Malik, University of Delhi 
 

Sri Lanka 
Rohan Samarajiva, LIRNEasia 
 

Bhutan 
Wangay Dorji, Bhutan 
Infocomm and Media Authority 

From South East Asia 
Indonesia 
Koesmarihati Sugondo, 
Directorate General of Posts 
and Telecommunications 
 

Thailand 
Pirongrong Ramasoota, 
Chulalongkorn University 
 

Philippines 
Emmanuel Lallana, Ideacorp 
 

Singapore 
Milagros Rivera, NUS 
Ang Peng Hwa, NTU 

From East Asia 
China 
Yuan Chunhui, BUPT 
Zhong Liu, Southwestern 
University of Finance and 
Economics 
 

Japan 
Masatsugu Tsuji, University of 
Hyogo 
 

South Korea 
Myeong Cheol Park, KAIST 
 

Hong Kong, SAR 
Xu Yan, HKUST 
 

Taiwan 
Yunstai Chou, Yuan Ze 
University 



CPRsouth locations 
• Manila, Philippines 

• Chennai, India 

• Beijing, China 

• Negombo, Sri Lanka 

• Xi’an, China 

• Bangkok, Thailand 

 

 



CPRsouth7 
• Combined conference with CPRafrica 

• To be held in Port Louis, Mauritius 



CPRsouth8, Mysore, India 

• Joint conference & tutorials (with CPRafrica) 
will be held at Infosys Campus, Mysore 



CPRSOUTH OUTPUT 
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Research areas, CPRsouth 1-7 



Research at CPRsouth7, Mauritius 

 



SSRN abstract views and downloads 
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CPRsouth community previous-year 
policy activity 
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CPRsouth community: Previous-year 
academic output 
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Other activity by the CPRsouth 
community (latest survey only) 

Type Paper Presenters Young Scholars 

On going projects 10 10 

Project presentations 13 9 

Project evaluations 6 3 
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What can be learned? 

• US and Europe have identifiable foci of policy & regulatory activity:  Asia 
Pacific does not   additional challenges 

• Very difficult to provide definitive evidence of positive outcomes from 
capacity building work 
– Both paper-givers & young scholars are active between conferences, but can 

we identify resulting influence? 
– Looking at connectedness, regionally and also at national levels; but is this 

output or intermediate step? 
– Especially given age of members, how realistic is expectation they will break 

through into circles of policy influence? 

• Anecdotes:   
– Inside the system: A three-time paper presenter is now Joint Secretary (e Gov) 

at Department of IT, India; joining the CPRsouth Board next year 
– Outside the system:  Researchers from Indonesia & Namibia who met at 

CPRsouth publish an op-ed in leading Indonesian daily  
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